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In the last years, Social Sciences have been characterized by a significant change, 
coming from the availability of enormous quantity of highly informative data in 
every field. Most of them can be found on the Web and it is represented primarily 
by unstructured data, such as texts, videos, and photos. In spite of a pre-
processing phase, textual data, although transformed into a structured data, are 
still characterized by a high dimensionality and noise. The aim of this paper is to 
apply a new procedure to classify words that takes in consideration not only the 
content of a corpus, but also the specificities among different documents, in order 
to obtain the majority of the information. Using different softwares, we propose a 
procedure to treat textual data using a co-clustering approach; over than six 
hundreds online hotels reviews were collected to test and  validate the procedure.   

 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION   
 
The information age has made easier the availability and usability of large amounts of 
data (Feldman and Sanger 2007). Recently there has been a large and continuous 
proliferation of unstructured information, especially regarding online documents, e-
books, journals, technical reports and digital libraries (Iezzi 2012). Indeed, people 
increasingly share information online, and that creates a huge volume of available 
textual data (King 2014) on the Web. There are many open questions about the 
utilization of these information; one of the most relevant issues concerns the methods 
that can be used to treat them, because techniques set on structured data are not able to 
perform satisfactory analyses on big textual data sets, so it is necessary to involve new 
methods to elaborate “words”.  

Textual data, especially those coming from the Web, are wide – i.e. high dimensional 
– and unstructured, containing a great amount of noise. Noise in text is represented by 
all those words that are not relevant for the analysis; in particular, terms without 
informative contents – for example, conjunctions and articles – should be eliminated 
from the vocabulary2 before the analyses on corpora, to allow a better understanding of 
the content.  

                                                           
1 Direct correspondence to Livia Celardo, Department of Social Sciences and Economics, Sapienza 
University, Rome. Email: livia.celardo@uniroma1.it.   
2 A vocabulary is the entire set of words contained by a corpus (Lebart, Salem and Berry 1997). 
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In analysing textual data, what matters is the method of the analysis and not only the 
data source or the amounts (Iacus 2014). Texts are different compared to structured 
data, so they require different methodologies, designed explicitly for their features.  

There are various methods to analyse and extract information from texts; one of these 
is the unsupervised classification of the contents, or the so-called “Text Clustering”. It is 
a process that allows to classify the content of large sets of documents in groups based 
on their attributes, with the aim of reproducing the internal structure of the data (Iezzi 
2010); the main objective is to split the corpus in different subgroups on the basis of 
words/documents similarities (Iezzi and Mastrangelo 2014). Text clustering is mostly 
utilized to analyse the content of the corpora, through the identification of words 
groups, each one representing a subject in the corpus. At this aim, one-way clustering 
algorithms – like k-means (MacQueen 1967) or Reinert’s method (Reinert 1983) – are 
utilized. On the other hand, sometimes it could be necessary to identify syntheses both 
in the direction of objects and variables, or, in text mining framework, texts and 
documents. In the latter case, a co-clustering approach is used: it is based on a two-way 
clustering method, frequently utilized in data mining, where words and texts are 
classified simultaneously. Although this approach may improve the interpretation of the 
clusters, there are still few proposals in this direction, while one-way partition is even 
now widely utilized for information retrieval.  

In this paper, we propose a procedure to classify all together terms and documents on 
the basis of the distinctive contents within the texts, using different methods and 
software (Celardo, Iezzi and Vichi 2016); to choose the best practice, we compared 
several methods. The aim is to obtain the best classification of words and documents, 
based on contents specificities, reducing dimensionality and removing most of the noise 
contained by the corpus.  

This article is structured as follows. In section no. 2, a brief literature review about 
text co-clustering is exposed; in section no. 3, the method is introduced; in section no. 4, 
an application on Web data is implemented; in section no. 5, conclusions and future 
steps are drawn.  
 
 
TEXT CO-CLUSTERING 
 
Text clustering is a method to analyse and synthetize a collection of texts. The first step 
for applying clustering methods to a corpus is to create a Vector Space Model (Salton 
and McGill 1983), where the corpus is represented by a terms-documents matrix X, 
whose rows correspond to words and columns to texts. The entries in X are numerical 
values – or weights – directly proportional to the importance of words in each 
document. There are a lot of weights used in previous researches; the choice of which 
scheme is suitable to be used depends only on the objectives of the analyses. One of the 
most common weighting schemes is the Term Frequency (TF) scheme, where a non-
zero entry in X, say xij, indicates the number of occurrences of word i in document j, 
while a zero entry indicates an absence; typically, each document presents only a small 
number of words, then a corpus transformed into a terms-documents matrix X is very 
sparse. Another weighting structure widely used is the Term Frequency - Inverse 
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) scheme, where the weight puts the emphasis on terms 
that occur only in a small number of documents, so those words occurring in many 
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documents are more general terms and less discriminative, whereas a rare term will be a 
more precise document descriptor (Iezzi 2012). 

In text clustering, there are two core approaches: one-way and two-way clustering. 
One-way approach concerns the asymmetric treatment of rows and columns of a data 
matrix, so only terms or documents are clustered. In text mining, the most used partition 
algorithm is the k-means, because of its efficiency in elaborating big data sets, even 
when it processes big sparse matrices (Iezzi, Mastrangelo and Sarlo 2012). Then, for 
general two-way data matrix (objects × variables), k-means algorithm is connected to 
one-way clustering, in which its objective is to classify objects or variables. On the 
other hand, two-way approach involves partitioning of rows and columns, so both 
words and texts are grouped; in this case, if rows and columns are treated 
asymmetrically, the result is a sequential clustering of terms and texts. Instead, when 
rows and columns are treated symmetrically, the result is the simultaneous clustering of 
words and documents (also known as “co-clustering” or “two-mode partition”); the key 
idea is to identify sub-matrices of the observed data matrix (Figure 1), where each block 
specifies an object cluster and a variable cluster (Rocci and Vichi 2008). Co-clustering 
is more robust to sparseness, noise and high-dimensional data, because the main aim is 
to exploit the “duality” between rows and columns, so at all stages the row clusters 
incorporate column clusters, and vice versa. In text mining context, co-clustering is a 
very useful methodology (Balbi 2012); the strength of this approach lies in finding 
clusters of documents characterized by groups of terms (Balbi, Miele and Scepi 2010) 
with a high dimensionality reduction (Tjhi and Chen 2006). Furthermore, text co-
clustering allows to overcome some typical issues of textual data transformed into 
matrices because they are large, sparse and non-negative. For its features, co-clustering 
is utilized in many studies where multiple attribute analysis is involved; in the literature, 
several algorithms have been proposed, and Hartigan (1972) explains that the principal 
advantage of this approach is the direct interpretation of the clusters on the data. 
Numerous algorithms and several applications are proposed in multiple domains, e.g. in 
bioinformatics, in marketing, in medical science, in business and economics, and in 
many other fields. In text mining the study of co-clustering is proposed to deal with 
multi-partition of texts and words in digital library, because this approach is very useful 
in the observation of the co-occurrence of terms and documents in the same corpus (Xu, 
Zhang and Li 2010). 
 

  
FIG. 1.— (1000 × 400) data matrices before and after the rows and columns permutation, obtained 

with a two-mode multi-partitions model (Rocci and Vichi 2008). 
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METHOD  
 
After collecting texts about a certain phenomenon, the first step in textual analysis 
consists of indexing documents, i.e. transforming them in structured data through a 
system of codes. Next, there is a strong pre-processing phase – in particular, the 
elimination of words without informative content and the reduction of terms to the base 
form. In this paper, this phase was carried out with the IRaMuTeQ3 software to reduce 
the high dimensionality of the corpus and remove most of the noise in texts. So, using 
the Space Vector Model, each texts were represented by a vector of weighted terms; by 
joining these vector, a (n × p) terms-documents matrix Z was obtained, where n  is the 
total number of the terms and p  is the total number the texts. To weight the matrix, a 
Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency scheme was chosen. The TF-IDF 
index was selected to weight the matrix because it allows the terms discrimination, or in 
other words, the individuation of those terms that are able to distinguish certain 
individual documents from the remainder of the collection; so, the best terms should 
have high term frequencies but low overall collection frequencies (Salton and Buckley 
1988). To mainly individuate into the corpus specificities – i.e. words that discriminate 
documents with one another – the coefficient of variation4 was used. In detail, for each 
row vector – terms profile – the coefficient was calculated and then profiles with a value 
lower than 0.25 were dropped5, getting a reduced matrix X.  

Therefore, to simultaneously classify rows and columns – using MATLAB6 software 
– the double k-means model (Vichi 2001) was applied on X=[xij]. It is a two-mode 
single-partition algorithm (Figure 2) to split the data matrix into rectangular blocks of 
homogeneous values; a Euclidean distance was setting to calculate the distances matrix. 
The model is specified as follows: 

EV'XUX �  
where unknown partitions for rows and columns, specified by membership matrices U 
and V, are needed to be identified in order to best reconstruct the matrix X. 
 
 

                                                           
3 IRaMuTeQ is a free software package using the R interface for multidimensional analysis of texts and 
questionnaires. It allows for statistical analysis of the corpus text and tables on people / characters. It is 
based on the software R and the Python language. 
4 The coefficient of variation (CV) is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation V to the mean P. 
5 The threshold equal to 0.25 was fixed observing the words eliminated using different values and 
selecting the best threshold on the basis of the results comparison.  
6 MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is a multi-paradigm numerical computing environment; a proprietary 
programming language developed by MathWorks, MATLAB allows matrix manipulations, plotting of 
functions and data, implementation of algorithms and creation of user interfaces. 
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FIG. 2.— two-mode single-partition of data matrix X (50 × 30), with  values  0-100, split  into (5 × 3) 

rectangular blocks of homogeneous values. 
 
The least-square assessment of the model leads to the formulation of the following 
quadratic optimization problem with respect to variables uik, vjl and klx : 

2
min V'XU - X  

subject to 
uik �^0, 1` i=1,…,I; k=1,…,K;       

¦
 

K

k
iku

1
= 1 i=1,…,I;           

vjl �^0, 1` j=1,…,J; l=1,…,L;         

¦
 

L

l
jlv

1
= 1 j=1,…,J. 

We defined the number of groups, both for rows and columns, using together two 
different methods: the dendrogram cut-off – that was determined using the hierarchical 
Ward’s method – and the Calinki-Harabasz index. 
 
 
DATA AND RESULTS 
 
For the real data analysis, we used a corpus composed of 662 reviews published on 
booking.com in Italian language about 35 different five stars hotels in Rome city (Table 
1); we selected around twenty most recent reviews for each hotel in the period from 
2013 to 2015.  
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TABLE 1 
FIVE STARS HOTELS IN ROME CITY 

Hotels 

Portrait Palazzo Manfredi 
The First Luxury Art Hotel Hotel de Russie 
Aldrovandi Villa Borghese Hassler 
The Inn Boscolo Exedra 
Gran Melia Rome Hotel Eden 
Rome Cavalieri Hotel Intercontinental de la Ville 
Parco dei Principi Grand Hotel Jumeirah Grand Hotel 
St. Regis Baglioni Hotel Regina 
Hotel Raphael Hotel Splendide Royal 
Sofitel The Westin Excelsior  
Hotel Majestic Hotel Indigo 
Grand Hotel de la Minerve Hotel Lord Byron 
Aleph Hotel Hotel d'Inghilterra 
Hotel Bernini Bristol Grand Hotel Palace 
DOM Hotel Ambasciatori Palace Hotel 
Palazzo Montemartini La Griffe 
Grand Hotel Plaza J.K. Place 
Radisson Blu Hotel  
 

Before the pre-processing phase, the corpus contained 62,221 occurrences and 
10,144 different words; after the lemmatization, the exclusion of some stop-words7 – 
e.g. AND, THAT, THE, A, AN, auxiliary verbs (TO BE, TO HAVE) – and the 
elimination of “rare” words, i.e. words with a frequency less than ten8, a terms-
documents matrix Z of size (733   35) was obtained, getting together reviews by 
reference hotel9. To weight the corpus, we chose a TF-IDF index. It follows that, with a 
strong pre-processing phase around the ninety-three percent of initial words in the 
vocabulary were dropped and a high reduction of dimensionality was done.  

To individuate specificities into the data more clearly, after the pre-processing step, 
those words with a high peculiarity in texts were selected, calculating the coefficient of 
variation on terms profiles of Z and deleting rows with values less than 0.2510. The idea 
was to eliminate the most common words that correspond to noise, preserving those 
words that were very specific. On our dataset, 318 words were deleted (Table 2), getting 
a reduced matrix X of size (415   35). Finally, on this reduced matrix X, the double k-
means algorithm (DKM) was applied. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
7 In detail, we deleted auxiliary verbs, prepositions, articles and conjunctions. 
8 We chose the number of minimum occurrences to drop words less utilized in the corpus, using the 
default value in IRaMuTeQ software.  
9 In this way, all the reviews concerning each hotel represent one column of the terms-documents matrix. 
10 We tested several cut-off for the coefficient of variation, from 0.05 to 0.30.  
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TABLE 2 
FIRST WORDS DELETED, USING AS THRESHOLD THE COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION 

Types 

Colazione (BREAKFAST) Bello (BEAUTIFUL) Posizione (POSITION) 
Hotel Roma (ROME) Trovare (TO FIND) 
Amare (TO LOVE) Servizio (SERVICE) Anche (ALSO) 
Camera (ROOM) Bagno (BATHROOM) Grande (BIG) 
Tutto (ALL) Più (MORE) Consiglio (SUGGESTION) 
Molto (A LOT) Qualità (QUALITY) Buono (GOOD) 
Giorno (DAY) Notte (NIGHT) Chiedere (TO ASK) 
Famiglia (FAMILY) Fare (TO DO) Tornare (TO COME BACK) 
Strada (STREET) Disponibile (AVAILABLE) Sempre (EVER) 
Gentile (CORTEOUS) Prezzo (PRICE) Offrire (TO OFFER) 
Stella (STAR) Poco (LITTLE) Dire (TO SAY) 
Centro (CENTRE) Ristorante (RESTAURANT) Solo (ONLY) 
 

Table 2 shows that using the coefficient of variation to eliminate unspecific terms, 
were deleted theme words, e.g. HOTEL; verbs of state e.g. TO LOVE, verbs of 
movement, e.g. TO GO, and generic words used to recall the story of the trip, e.g. DAY, 
STREET, ROOM. 

To detect the number of clusters for both rows and columns into X, we used two 
methods. The first was a graphical approach using Ward’s method; based on the 
dendrogram cut-off, we individuated three clusters for rows and three cluster for 
columns. The same results was obtained using the second method; in fact, the estimate 
of the Calinski-Harabasz index suggested to choose three clusters for rows and the same 
for columns (Table 3 and 4). Therefore, the double k-means algorithm got nine 
centroids based on the words and the documents groups (Table 5). Each centroid 
identifies two dimensions: a row cluster and a column cluster. The values shown in 
Table 5 are standardized, so if a quantity is far from zero, it means that hotel reviewer 
utilized the words individuated by the row cluster more or less from the average.  

 
TABLE 3 

CALINSKI-HARABASZ INDEX FOR ROWS PARTITION, USING K-MEANS 

Cluster 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Estimate 
value 605.30 616.33 572.31 511.41 432.91 367.31 

 
TABLE 4 

CALINSKI-HARABASZ INDEX FOR COLUMNS PARTITION, USING K-MEANS 

Cluster 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Estimate 
value 3.15 3.77 2.77 2.70 2.51 2.45 
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TABLE 5 
DOUBLE K-MEANS CENTROIDS, STANDARDIZED 

Terms / Hotels Columns Cluster 1     
(14 units) 

Columns Cluster 2     
(12 units) 

Columns Cluster 3       
(9 units) 

Rows Cluster 1        
(336 units) 0.309 0.245 0.277 

Rows Cluster 2          
(57 units) 0.418 0.779 0.349 

Rows Cluster 3          
(22 units) 0.510 0.306 1.437 

 
The first cluster of words (Table 7) contains most of the terms of the corpus; the 

average values of TF-IDF index in the three blocks of the rows cluster 1 are almost the 
same, then hotel guests utilized these words in the same way for all the hotels. Only the 
first group of hotels (Table 6) has an average value a little higher than the others, so this 
group of terms is used a bit more for this cluster. These words are both positive and 
negative, and from negative terms we deduced that five stars hotels in Rome have not 
any equipment against city noises; moreover, guests considered the hotels too expensive 
compared to the level of perceived services. On the other hand, words like 
EXTRAORDINARY or MAGICAL are used for each hotel in the same way, so the city 
locations play a fundamental role in the final perception of the guests.  

The second group of terms is related to architectural qualities of the structures; in the 
partition, the higher level of TF-IDF in connection with this cluster of terms is 
associated to the second group of hotels, which are in the mind of their customers the 
most distinctive and characteristic in terms of buildings.  

The third cluster of words mainly concerns the outdoors of the structures; the highest 
average value of TF-IDF for these terms is connected to the third group of hotels, that 
are most valued by guests for those features.   
 

TABLE 6 
HOTELS CLUSTERS 

Columns Cluster 1 Columns Cluster 2 Columns Cluster 3 

The Inn The First Luxury Art Hotel Portrait 
Hotel Raphael St. Regis Sofitel 
Palazzo Manfredi Hotel Majestic Aldrovandi Villa Borghese 
Hassler Baglioni Hotel Regina Hotel de Russie 
Boscolo Exedra The Westin Excelsior  Gran Melia Rome 
Hotel Intercontinental de la Ville Hotel Lord Byron Rome Cavalieri 
Jumeirah Grand Hotel Grand Hotel de la Minerve Parco dei Principi Grand Hotel 
Hotel Indigo DOM Hotel Hotel Eden 
Hotel d'Inghilterra Palazzo Montemartini Hotel Splendide Royal 
Grand Hotel Palace Ambasciatori Palace Hotel  
Aleph Hotel Grand Hotel Plaza  
Hotel Bernini Bristol J.K. Place   
La Griffe   
Radisson Blu Hotel   
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TABLE 7 
TERMS CLUSTERS, WORDS WITH HIGHER FREQUENCY 

Terms Cluster 1 Terms Cluster 2 Terms Cluster 3 

Difficile (DIFFICULT) Eleganza (ELEGANCE) Sogno (DREAM) 
Evitare (TO AVOID) Arredamento (FURNITURE) Lussuoso (LUXURIOUS) 
Rumore (NOISE) Arte (ART) Spa (SPA) 
Magico (MAGICAL) Marmo (MARBLE) Aperitivo (APPETIZER) 
Insonorizzare (TO 

SOUNDPROOF) 
Antico (ANTIQUE) Panorama (LANSCAPE) 

Difetto (DEFECT) Chef (CHEF) Villa (VILLA) 
Sprecare (TO WASTE) Speciale (SPECIAL) Piscina (POOL) 
Costoso (EXPENSIVE) Charm (C HARM) Mozzafiato (BREATHTAKING) 
Indimenticabile 

(UNFORGETTABLE) 
Raffinato (REFINED) Giardino (GARDEN) 

Straordinario 
(EXTRAORDINARY) 

Superiore (SUPERIOR) Parco (PARK) 

Super (SUPER) Palazzo (PALACE) Silenzio (QUIET) 
Favoloso (FABULOUS) Design (DESIGN) Vacanza (HOLIDAY) 
Spettacolare (SPECTACULAR) Incantevole (ENCHANTING) Famiglia (FAMILY) 
Comodo (COMFORTABLE) Tranquillità (TRANQUILLITY) Weekend (WEEKEND) 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS 
 
In 2013, users have generated each day 2.5 quintillion bytes of data on the Web, and the 
ninety percent of them are unstructured11; a large share of these data is given by texts. 
Textual data are extremely different from structure data, so statistically it is necessary to 
treat them in another way; in fact, standardized methods applied on words are not able 
to perform good analyses in terms of quality of the results.  

Then, in this research the aim was to construct a procedure to classify textual data on 
the basis of documents specificities, reducing the high dimensionality and removing 
noise. In text clustering the most used method is one-way partition, because it results 
very efficient to indentify the contents into the texts; however, to detect specificities, 
this method is not appropriate. For this reason, in this study we have proposed a co-
cluster approach, because a two-way partition allows to classify simultaneously both 
rows and columns, so it is possible to individuate peculiarities in different texts. In 
addition, in this field a two-way approach is more efficient to overcome some important 
issues in text classification, such as high dimensionality and sparse matrices.  

To validate this procedure, we applied it on a corpus of around six hundreds online 
reviews, concerning thirty-five different five stars hotels in Rome city. Looking at the 
results of the analyses, they confirm that the procedure is able to classify textual data in 
order to identify specificities. On the other hand, the co-clustering algorithm was able to 
detect specificities because a strong pre-processing phase was carried out; without it, the 
method could not identify the peculiarities in texts because the noise masks the clusters 
structure. As a result, it is essential not only the clustering approach, but also the 
previous phase; removing in a correct way the noise is important in the same way as the 
clustering method. In conclusion, the procedure described in this paper appeared 
                                                           
11 http://www.vcloudnews.com/ 
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performing to eliminate noise, because it cuts only the words that were equally present 
in most of the documents and thus were not relevant for the double-classification. In 
fact, compared to the classic content analysis, the two-way approach allows an 
exploration on distinctiveness in documents, that now may be classified by researcher 
according to a specific variable. 

However, the procedure presents some weaknesses; in spite of the validity of the 
results, the process proved to be too fragmented and not standardized. In fact, some 
open issues persist; first, this procedure cannot be implemented using a single software; 
additionally, thresholds are not empirically fixed and as a final point, different distances 
in double k-means algorithm were not tested.  

In the future, this research will be carried on with the aim to overcome the procedure 
drawbacks. In detail, the goal will be to elaborate a single algorithm that allows to 
perform the procedure automatically, overtaking the problem of fixing the thresholds. 
Moreover, it will be necessary to test different distances – e.g. chi-squared distance – to 
compare the results, in order to individuate the best solution. 
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